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About This Content

AppGameKit Shader Pack provides a cool set of graphical shader effects you can use in your AppGameKit projects. They work
on all platforms (desktop, mobile and HTML5).

The pack includes all these effects:

Specular

Self Illumination

Wireframe

Fur

Dissolve

Outline

Toon
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X-Ray

See Through

Energy Shield

SSAO (Screen Space Ambient Occlusion)

Water

God Rays

Glass

Colour Grading

Glow

Terrain

Full AppGameKit source code is supplied with a library of files that makes it easy for you to apply any of these shader
individually or combined in any of your projects.

Demo projects are supplied to help you understand how the shaders are setup and applied to 3D objects. You are free to use the
effects in any of your games and apps.

New shaders have just been added (Glass, colour grading and glow). There's also a system that lets you encrypt the shaders for
your final project use.
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Title: AppGameKit - Shader Pack
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Software Training, Utilities, Web Publishing
Developer:
Jan Bögemann
Publisher:
The Game Creators
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2 or better

Processor: Intel Celeron / Athlon Sempron or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Open GL 2.0 compatible or better

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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I don't understand why this exists FeelsWeirdMan. Pretty good free game with interesting storyline.. A great story, meant to be
played multiple times. This should keep me busy for a while!. Game is fun and has tons of potential. HOWEVER the constant
crashing is really starting to♥♥♥♥♥♥me off. My suggestion ... don't bother with anything else aside from figuring out why the
game crashes constantly. I don't mind bugs. I get it ... it's alpha ... but holy hell I spend more time reloading the game then
actually getting to play it :/. Good game wish it worked on linux. Looking forward to trying SR2.. It's not bad, but i don't have
reason to keep playing. Didn't like the gameplay, the controls, it could be better.. Not even funny or playable tbh, not worth 40p
for 5 mins of nothing. If you're gona make a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game at least make it a good ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game. Absolutly love this
game! My friends and I always have to take turns playing VR games but with this game it makes us not only conpetitive but lets
us play together. Most defenetly reconmend!. Really...? This game has so many "attempts" at humor it falls flat on it's face. The
game play reminds me of "Evil Dead A Fist Full of Boomstick" for the PS2. It's dated, the sound is kind of messed up as
random things play at random times, and the graphics look as if they are straight out of the late 90's. Welcome to the world of
cheap games.....don't waste your money on this one folks.
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i meet recomended system requirements and its so laggy i cant play it so i want a refund. A nice little game. Only recommended
for reasonable people who feel like an hour's worth of fun is worth $3.00. That being said, the dev appears to have plans to add
more content, which I think would be great.
. Review copy provided by developer

What do you call those games where you fight loose, noodley controls to perform the simplest tasks? Fumblecore? QWOP-
likes? Infuriating? I played a riff on battle royale games that controlled like that called Totally Accurate Battlegrounds and it
ended up being a great mix of hilarity and actual content. That surprised the hell out of me, and left me eager to see how the
folks who made it would fare with their main game, Totally Accurate Battle Simulator. Now that I have it, and have fumbled
around with its floppy Early Access armies, I find myself surprised yet again at how much fun this thing is, even beyond what I
was expecting.

It’s right there in the title, this is an extremely accurate simulator of historical battles, if you assume the wars of antiquity were
fought with googly-eyed mammoths and drunken wheelbarrow racers. Whether dinking around in Sandbox mode or trying your
hand at the many Campaign challenges already present, you will always have a small battlefield to work with. The field is
divided down the middle, with red and blue forces limited to their respective sides. You choose and place soldiers from a variety
of time periods and civilizations, and then click start. From that point on the battle is out of your hands, as your wibbly-wobbly
troops wobble their wibbles to war, crashing ranks together in a cacophony of limbs, blades, arrows, snakes, and straw.

A general goes to war with the army he has, and in your case it’s a horde of gormless, boneless chickens yanked along by a
drunken, invisible puppeteer. Your troops flop on their feet, flail their arms like spastic muppets, hook their weapons on walls,
and scoot face-first through the dirt propelled by their butts. Any dreams you may have of forming perfect phalanxes, advancing
troops under focused arrow volleys, or flanking formations with clever maneuvers must be put to rest now, because your soldiers
will be lucky to not trip and drown in six inches of water. This is chaos, pure and simple, and the only control you have over it is
the makeup of the walking disasters that catalyze it.

And it is ♥♥♥♥ing hilarious. The beauty of TABS is not the same as something like Surgeon Simulator or Octodad; you’re not
struggling to achieve something normal, you’re mashing flailing idiots into other flailing idiots. The opposing forces of every
battle are taken from the same pool of units, separated into thematic groups like cavemen, villagers, knights, and vikings. A
group will have a range of units, from clubbers and rock throwers to mammoths and bone wizards for the cavemen, for
example, and each is worth a certain number of points. In the Sandbox you can use the point values of each side to judge their
relative power, while in the Campaign you are limited to a certain number of points to beat each challenge. The important part,
though, is that every unit is equally stupid and ridiculous, from the halflings that rocket face-first into foes to the longships that
are carried onto the field and unceremoniously flung at their foes.

It can’t be ignored that TABS is still in Early Access, though that fact only rears its grotesque, incomplete head in a few places.
Most notably for me is that the game likes to crash, specifically when you try to exit anyway and it just can’t seem to seal the
deal. The interface is sparse and there’s no connective tissue between the Campaign levels, they’re just a sequence of challenges
with goofy names and goofier battles. There are promised features on the horizon like three more groups of units (including
natural enemies pirates and ninjas) and a unit creator which I simply cannot wait to see in action. But all of this is in fact fairly
easily ignored when you’re lining up headbutting vikings against bales of hay with arms and legs.

Spectacle makes for some of the most memorable moments in gaming, and TABS is designed first and foremost to generate
spectacle. Slowing down and zooming in to ground level to see your squires flail against knights, your cavemen explode skyward
as a catapult shot slams into their ranks, your mammoths crash through hordes of farmers, and your ballista bolts tear through
halflings like a railgun is all you need to put a smile on your face. All the flailing and floppy physics in the world are here not to
inspire frustration, but laughter as you assemble armies of googly-eyed rubbermen and watch them slap each other silly. Even
fresh into Early Access, Totally Accurate Battle Simulator feels like a total package of chaos and fun, giving you simple tools to
watch simple armies beat the tar out of each other in hilarious fashion.

Did you enjoy this review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at 
https://goldplatedgames.com/ or on my curation page!. R.I.P INTR-O GALUSCA THIS GAME IS FREAKING SUCKS BUT
AWESOME :))). This is a great game, and I loved the Phase shifting, along with the gun play. I like everything in this game,
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except for the training missions they are too over the top and over kill, Yes LOL right, but seriouly and the controls are alittle
choppy but not bad.. I bought this game because of the soundtrack and turns out the game is cool as well!. This game has a lot of
potential. I actually like the sword, locomotion, and concept. The gameplay, animation, graphics, story, and everything else
really needs work. This game is super, super beta right now.. Really good music, if a little uninspired occasionally. It does a
good job at setting the mood for the game in general.

Favorite song: Duty and Honor
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